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Abstract. Identifying the natural gestures for a tabletop application is
one of the most challenging tasks developers must accomplish in order to
achieve a good system user interface. This problem is even more difficult
in a collaborative environment. Cooperative Gestures allow richer inter-
action and must be evaluated when designing a new multi-user tabletop
interface. In this paper we present the use of paper prototyping to ana-
lyze user interaction on a tabletop collaborative game application. Our
results show that it is possible to extract natural gestures for an appli-
cation using this technique, regardless of some limitations.
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1 Introduction

The success of a digital game depends on several factors including technology,
development process, risk management and marketing. Central among them is
the design of the experience the game brings to players, which includes the
game’s interaction design.

For this reason, game development projects often include a pre-production
phase that involves the creation of prototypes. Paper prototyping is a technique
used to design and evaluate user interfaces. Its appeal comes from the flexibility,
ease of changing the prototype and testing different scenarios. The simplicity
makes users feel comfortable criticizing the system and besides being a low-
fidelity prototype it leads to almost the same quantity and quality of critical
user statements.

Multitouch interfaces allowcooperative gestures,which are single and combined
commands executed from interactions made by more than one user [9]. One im-
portant concept when dealing with multitouch interfaces is the idea of groupware,
which combines hardware and software to assist group interaction [10].

It is necessary to define an adequate set of gestures for the interface. Exper-
iments such as the one by Hinrichs and Carpendale [1] show that gestures are
not free of context, depending on the antecedent and subsequent gestures, as
well as on the social context (e.g., user’s age, sex). In the case of developing
engaging games, there are several guidelines [2], but they do not explicitly take
into account the special needs of every type of users. Tabletop multitouch in-
terfaces allow the exploration of different types of applications [3,4]. Games are
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suitable for experimenting with interface design methods because of the freedom
in designing the tasks involved in their operation.

In this paper we present a experimental method and the results achieved
testing on a common role-playing game (RPG) designed to be used with tabletop
multitouch devices. We also discuss the feasibility of paper prototyping for the
task of determining a set of most adequate gestures for multitouch-based digital
games.

1.1 Related Work

In [6] we see two prototypes for a farm game tested with children which, after
successive iterations, evolved into a product. Since the users were playing the
game just for the fun, unexpected gestures were discovered.

Some insights regarding user behavior towards gesture definition can be found
in [7]. The study indicates that users rarely care about the number of fingers
they employ, that one hand is preferred to two, among other results.

Other studies have shown that there are not significant differences between
low fidelity and high fidelity prototypes. The choice of prototyping technique
should be based on the group’s composition and the desired focus [8].

2 Paper Prototype

Our prototype was tested using a RPG game. To create this game all the gestures
for the activities needed to be chosen, which is not trivial, since it is not possible
to know which gestures are the most natural and intuitive for the players. The
paper prototype was developed to help in this task.

Another advantage of this early prototype is that some usability issues could
be found and fixed before the development started. At last, after defining which
gestures should be used, the gesture recognition system could be developed.

There are different types of prototypes, but in this case we needed a simple
one that could represent the game satisfactorily. A paper prototype is simple to
make and can be employed to analyze how the application is used.

In this prototype, an ordinary table was used with delimitations representing
the screen; characters and life points were made out of paper as well. Cards
representing the action areas were also created in paper so that the players
could know the exact space which the skills could be performed. The prototype
was then tested with four users and the results are presented in the next section.
Before the test, the game was explained to the players, but none of the gestures
were defined, leaving the players free to choose them.

3 Results

Different actions caused different reactions from the players. Gestures for move-
ment were made naturally, which means the players did them intuitively, by
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dragging the characters to the place they wanted them to go. This gesture was
made exactly the same way by all players. The simple attack/healing action was
performed with small differences.

The special skills gestures required more thinking and discussion. When the
gesture was individual, the player would stop for a while to think how to represent
it and sometimes consult the other players. For collaborative gestures, there was
always a time of discussion, where the players suggested gestures and voted to
select one; sometimes the decision was no unanimous, which resulted in different
gestures for the same action [1] .

For the special skills, their names had a huge influence on the resulting ges-
ture since the players were always trying to find gestures that would symbolize
it. Therefore, if the exact same test was repeated with the same users but us-
ing different names for the special skills the resulting gestures could be totally
different. Figure 1 shows the move gestures.

Fig. 1. Movement gestures

Despite being a successful approach in selecting gestures for actions, we have
identified some limitations for tabletop applications design. The prototype was
very similar to the final tabletop application, helping the players to imagine the
game was real, but since it was not a real-time game, the speed and dynamics were
compromised, creating a match that lasted far longer than on the real application.

In a real tabletop application, when the user touches the table, the targeted
object is not necessarily going to move, but when we are working with paper, any
touch would make the objects move and this inhibited the players. During the
game players needed to make gestures that would not imply moving a character,
and because they did not want to take the risk of moving them, the gestures
were made above the "screen". This was a problem because sometimes the players
made gestures in three dimensions, but our tabletop only works with 2D gestures.
When this 3D gestures were made, the testers reminded the players that they
were not acceptable gestures, making the players think even more on which
gesture to do for the special skills, reducing the naturalness of some gestures.

4 Conclusion

Finding out which gestures are the most natural for an application is a challeng-
ing issue, and the paper prototype presented itself as one of the possible solutions
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to solve it. It has the ability to show some natural and intuitive gestures made
by the players during the interaction.

The prototype helped not only at finding out these gestures, but also elements
of the game that were missing or that were not clear to the players and other
elements that were unnecessary. With the results of this test, changes could be
made and the development of the game could start, avoiding a series of changes
during or in the end of the development, when the game goes through tests with
the users.

Further user studies still need to be performed in order to evaluate the re-
lationship between skill names, social context, user’s age and gender and the
gestures performed.
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